PROFESSIONALS

Sorting of bulky waste
Practical details

1. Container parks of Bruxelles-Propreté
•� You are charged for certain professional waste.
•� You operating site must be in the Brussels area.
•� Submit a proof of address of the operating location and your identity card.
•� Sort your waste in advance.
•� Use a vehicle with a total weight of < 3.5t.
•� The vehicle can only contain waste destined for the container park.
•� Arrange the categories of waste so that they can be easily verified.
•� Make personally sure that the waste is unloaded and deposited into the appropriate containers.

2. 2. Via the collection of household-type bulky waste by Bruxelles-Propreté
•� Arrange an appointment by calling the toll-free number 0800/981 81.
•� Put your bulky waste out on the pavement:
 the evening before after 20h if the appointment is set for the morning
 • Except Schaerbeek: That same morning before 7h30
 as late as possible in the morning if the appointment is set for the afternoon.
•� Your presence is mandatory during the time period set at the time the appointment was made.
idea

Disassemble your furniture to reduce its volume

3. Rental of large containers
•� Arrange an appointment by calling the toll-free number 0800/981 81.
•� Depending on the quantity of waste to be removed, you can choose between a 10m3, 17m3, 20m3,
26m3 or a 36m3 container.

•� Rates (bulky waste only) :


Removal: 193.60 €/t incl. VAT



Transport: 141.51 € incl. VAT



Rental: 7.14 €/day incl. VAT

•� Contact your municipality to make all the arrangements relative to authorisation, signs and security.
•� Our units deposit the container only on public streets.
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•� Provide a free space of a minimum of 25 m in front of the location of the container on the day of its
installation as well as on the day it is removed.

•� Be present in order to sign at the time of the installation and removal of the container, together with
your identity card.

•� Look after the container in a responsible manner.

!

Our rates are listed in the Decree of the Government of the Region
of Bruxelles-Capitale establishing the pricing system of the services.
of Bruxelles-Propreté (22/12/2011).
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